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By Ken Datzman

ROCKLEDGE — Workforce shortages pose a signifi-

cant challenge for the construction industry, a major

contributor to the U.S. economy.

And the shortages, particularly in the skilled trades, are

a problem for firms of all sizes.

The construction industry is expected to see 12 percent

employment growth over the next six years, according to

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

That percentage could be higher if President Trump’s

proposed $2 trillion infrastructure bill is passed by

Congress, with money going to repair roads and bridges

and going to investments made in rails, water systems,

and other infrastructure projects around the nation.

The government’s infrastructure package will create an

even bigger demand for construction workers around the

nation.

The construction industry comprises three subsectors:

specialty trade contractors, construction of buildings, and

heavy and civil engineering construction. Employment in

all of these subsectors is projected to grow over the decade,

with more than half (485,600) of the new jobs overall

expected in the specialty trade contractors’ segment, says

the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Construction of buildings along with heavy and civil

engineering construction are projected to add 170,300 and

208,800 jobs, respectively.

Locally, CareerSource Brevard is ramping up its

industry relations team and has hired Grace Svitak, a

business liaison whose focus is on the construction sector.

She works closely with area companies within that

industry.

“Grace is dedicated to serving the employers in the

construction industry in Brevard County,” said Judy

Blanchard, vice president of industry relations at

CareerSource Brevard, which is part of the statewide

network of 24 regions known as CareerSource Florida. “In

the past, we had a business liaison who worked in that

area, but when the recession hit, we pulled back.”

Blanchard added, “Now with the construction surge

that we are seeing, not only in commercial building but

also on the residential side in Brevard, it made sense to

bring on a new staff member who will be responding to the

workforce needs of the construction industry in the

county.”

Construction employment and construction spending

are expected to bounce back in the months ahead as the

coronavirus is contained.

July 2018 marked the highest employment level for the

construction industry in a decade.

Blanchard said her organization works with its

partners “to go about solving the workforce challenges of

the key industries that are driving our economic footprint

in Brevard County.”

The CareerSource network connects employers with

qualified, skilled talent, and connects Floridians with

employment and career–development opportunities to

achieve economic prosperity.

Of note, CareerSource Brevard is currently providing

CareerSource awarded grant to provide training in the construction trades

CareerSource Brevard’s Grace Svitak is a new business liaison dedicated to serving employers in the local construction industry. CareerSource
Brevard was awarded a $2 million Department of Economic Opportunity Rebuild Florida Workforce Recovery grant. The grant is being used
to expand CareerSource programs to provide training in construction trades, including roofing, masonry, carpentry, plumbing, HVAC, heavy–
equipment operations, and welding, among other skills. Svitak is at CareerSource Brevard’s headquarters in Rockledge.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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By Kristen Bridges
kristen@bascomllc.com
Bascom Communications & Consulting, LLC

TALLAHASSEE — The Associated Industries of

Florida (AIF), Florida Retail Federation (FRF), National

Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) and Florida

Restaurant & Lodging Association (FRLA) have joined

associations from all across Florida to announce the joint

creation of a task force to Restore Economic Strength

through Employment and Tourism (RESET).

The task force, which will be co–chaired by AIF Senior

Vice President of State and Federal Affairs Brewster

Bevis, FRF President and CEO Scott Shalley, NFIB

Executive Director Bill Herrle and FRLA President and

CEO Carol Dover, will focus on policy recommendations

and initiatives that will seek to help Florida’s economy

rebound from the effects of COVID–19.

“When the time is right, Florida will return to business

and we will happily witness restaurants full of patrons and

our tourist attractions bustling with visitors,” said Bevis.

“But while we all wait for the right time to return, we

wanted to bring together association interests from all

sectors of business to discuss ways we can collectively help

Florida’s economy safely restart and also serve as a

resource to lawmakers and the state on initiatives and

important policy changes that are needed to spur recovery

post pandemic. From health care to retail, manufacturing,

hospitality, transportation, agriculture, builders, general

commerce and our most treasured tourist attractions —

the forward thinkers and dedicated Floridians that will

make up this task force are ready to help.”

“We have seen the good that can come from Floridians,

and all Americans really, rolling up their sleeves and

working together for a cause,” said Shalley. “This task force

will now bring together the brightest minds in business,

retail, tourism, and trade to help offer ideas and solutions

for what will continue to be new territory for the Sunshine

State.”

In addition to focusing on ways that Florida can restart

and rebound the economy, the task force will provide

recommendations and suggestions for resiliency for the

impacted industries in the event of another pandemic or

event that shutters the economy, similar to COVID–19.

Initial members of the task force include representa-

tives from all areas of impacted business interests and

industries, as well as the health–care associations who

have served on the frontline of the pandemic, offering a

unique and firsthand account of the current situation and

future needs.

“The Florida Council of 100 is proud to be a part of this

significant effort,” said Florida Council of 100 President

and CEO Bob Ward. “COVID–19 as a disaster was

unprecedented in the speed that it impacted the seven-

teenth largest economy in the world. Florida was prepared

to meet and react to the next big storm but a pandemic, by

nature, acts differently and recovery can only come once

the health care crisis passes. That left us in the eye of the

storm for months so far, and we are all learning along the

way. That’s why this work is critical so we can put our

collective wisdom and experiences together on lessons

learned.”

A full listing of the task force membership includes:

Airlines for America; American Property & Casualty

Insurance Association; Asphalt Contractors Association of

Florida; Associated Builders & Contractors of Florida;

Associated Industries of Florida; Consumer Energy

Alliance; Florida Association of Counties; Florida Associa-

tion of Health Plans; Florida Bankers Association; Florida

Beverage Association; Florida Carpenters Regional

Council; Florida Council of 100; Florida Farm Bureau;

Florida Health Care Association; Florida Home Builders

Association; Florida Hospital Association; Florida Insur-

ance Council; Florida Internet & Television ; Florida

League of Cities; Florida Nursery, Growers & Landscape

Assn.; Florida Nonprofit Alliance; Florida Petroleum

Council; Florida Ports Council; Florida Realtors; Florida

Restaurant & Lodging Association; Florida Retail Federa-

tion; Florida Transportation Builders Association; Florida

Trucking Association; Independent Colleges & Universities

of Florida; International Council of Shopping Centers; and

National Federation of Independent Business.

l About AIF

Known as “The Voice of Florida Business” in the

Sunshine State, AIF has represented the principles of

prosperity and free enterprise before the three branches of

state government since 1920. A voluntary association of

diversified businesses, AIF was created to foster an

economic climate in Florida conducive to the growth,

development, and welfare of industry and business and the

people of the state. For more information on AIF, visit

AIF.com and follow @VoiceofFLBiz.

l About FRF

The FRF is the statewide trade association represent-

ing retailers — the businesses that sell directly to consum-

ers. Florida retailers provide one out of every five jobs in

the state, pay more than $49 billion in wages annually,

and collect and remit more than $20 billion in sales taxes

for Florida’s government each year. For more information

on FRF, please visit FRF.org.

l About NFIB

The NFIB is the voice of small business, advocating on

behalf of America’s small and independent

businessowners, both in Washington, D.C., and in all 50

state capitals. NFIB is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and

member–driven. Since our founding in 1943, NFIB has

been exclusively dedicated to small and independent

businesses, and remains so today. For more information on

NFIB, visit NFIB.com.

l About FRLA

The FRLA is Florida’s premier nonprofit hospitality

industry trade association, representing more than 10,000

members including independent hoteliers and restaura-

teurs, household name franchises, theme parks, and

suppliers. The association’s mission is to protect, educate

and promote Florida’s $111.7 billion hospitality industry,

which represents 1.5 million employees. For more informa-

tion on FRLA, visit FRLA.org and follow @FRLAnews.

Associations announce task force to form Restore Economic Strength through Employment and Tourism

Eastern Florida State College ‘Virtual Bachelor’s Degree Expo’ set April 30
Eastern Florida State College will host a “Virtual Bachelor’s Degree Expo” from 4–6:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 30.

The online event is free and will assist those interested in exploring an advanced degree from EFSC and how it can help

enhance career opportunities. It will feature bachelor’s–level tracks in the areas of Organizational Management, Com-

puter/Information Technology, and Health Science and Nursing. There will be faculty and staff interaction, a live Q&A,

information on financial aid and assistance with applications. For more information, visit easternflorida.edu/go/expo.
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By Lillian M. Hernández Caraballo
UCF Forum Columnist
University of Central Florida

Crisis has become the overriding trait of the year

2020. After rumors of war, an impeachment trial, huge

wildfires and devastating earthquakes, we now live in

the new world of COVID–19. No one shakes hands

anymore, wearing a mask and gloves to the bank is

normal, and the lucky ones get to work and learn in their

pajamas from the comfort of their own homes.

Not all is trivial, of course; some things have been

truly heartbreaking. Italy is letting its elderly die, mass

graves are spotted in Iran, and the first shipments of

refrigerated morgue trailers made it faster to American

hospitals than N95 masks did.

However, through grim times there is hope.

Though unbelievable selfishness has been seen —

from politicians taking advantage of insider trading, to

people fighting over toilet paper in supermarkets — this

pandemic has also brought out some of the best in people.

I’ve seen entire communities coming together to support

each other.

If you don’t have the misfortune of contracting the

virus, something else seems to be coming out of this, a

slowdown of sorts. Just as the world was getting crazier

than ever, and everything was moving so fast that many

of us felt we could hardly keep up, all of a sudden — poof!

— everything is quieter. Streets are not jammed with

garage next week.

Somehow, amid chaos there is peace.

This may be the chance for that break we all knew we

needed — not even so much individually, but collectively.

As a people, as a planet. We knew it.

We talked about it and wrote about it, how this busy

world never leaves time for family and leisure. Well, here

it is. This is the time to connect. This is the time to be

conscientious of how we spend our time and get to make

the most of it.

Plant that garden. Do that workout. Try that recipe.

Call your mom. Paint that picture. Write that novel. Play

with your kid. Organize that Tupperware drawer.

Restore your balance. Find your peace. Whatever it is

that you think will make this time worthwhile, now is a

good time to do it. Tomorrow is never certain.

As I said, I’m one of the lucky ones. My busy lifestyle

before was affecting my mental, spiritual and physical

health. This opportunity has helped give me perspective.

I needed a break, and maybe this is just Earth’s way of

telling us all to do the same.

Amid the chaos there can be peace; may be chance for that break we all needed
cars; accidents have slowed down and even crime seems

to be taking a break.

I read that hundreds of thousands of sea turtles have

been spotted on empty beaches around the world, such as

Brazil and India, to lay their eggs. Due to stay–home

orders to people, nature was able to take its course

uninterrupted for the turtles for the first time in decades.

Another article said the usually murky waterways of the

Venice, Italy, canals have noticeably cleared up because

of lack of traffic. And the air quality in parts of China and

California has reduced its pollutants so much that

satellites were able to capture the visible change from

space.

The pollution and overconsumption in my life has

decreased, as well. I went from 12–hour workdays and

four–hour commutes, to staying home every day. I’m one

of the lucky ones because I’m able to work and finish my

college instruction from home. And I get to have my

daughter all day with me as she also finishes her grade–

school work on her laptop.

My car rests — as does my wallet, from gas and fast

food expenses. My health is noticeably better, too. I rest

more, eat better, and have more time for play and quality

experiences with my family. I actually relax now.

I can’t remember the last time I was able to do so

much as watch a movie without the stress of my day

gnawing at me. I’ve started making my bed every

morning. I cook a lot, and I love it. I’m considering what

to add to my garden and hope to finish the gym in my

Lillian M. Hernández Caraballo is a junior planning
to graduate in 2021 with a Bachelor of Arts in
journalism and minors in writing and rhetoric and
Latin American studies. She can reached at
Lillian.Hernandez.C@knights.UCF.edu.

American Business Women’s Association extends scholarship application deadline
The Trustees of the Stephen Bufton Memorial

Educational Fund (SBMEF) have voted to extend the

application deadline for the Oceanside Charter Chapter

$1,000 Impact Scholarship to May 30, 2020.

The local chapter is affiliated with the American

Business Women’s Association.

Applicants for the $1,000 Impact Scholarship must

be citizens of the United States, residents of Brevard

County, and enrolled in a licensed, accredited or state-

approved community college, technical or vocational

school in August 2020 with a grade–point average of 2.5

or higher.

Eligible women interested in applying for the

scholarship must contact Anita Carbone at

acarbone@cfl.rr.com to request registration as a candi-

date for the scholarship.

Applications must be completed online at

www.sbmef.org by May 30, 2020. A minimum of three

eligible completed applications are required for the

scholarship to be awarded. The scholarship recipient will

be notified in June 2020.

SBMEF, ABWA’s national educational fund, is one of

the most highly respected grant and scholarship funds in

the country. For over 60 years, ABWA has helped women

achieve their business and professional success through

educational scholarships. Since its inception, more than

17,000 women nationwide have been awarded more than

$17 million in scholarships.

The SBMEF is a 501(c)(3) charitable trust and public

foundation. It has the same tax status as public schools,

churches and community funds. The fund is listed in the

U.S. Internal Revenue Service “Cumulative List of

Organizations” described in Section 170(c) of the IRS code

of 1954 — revised Oct. 31, 1974.

Members of the Oceanside Charter Chapter meet at

6 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday of the month at the Eau

Gallie Yacht Club in Indian Harbour Beach.

More information about this leading association for

working women and women businessowners can be

found at www.abwa.org or www.abwaoceanside.com.

Florida Tech announces virtual commencement, graduation ceremony online May 8
Coronavirus concerns may have canceled Florida Tech’s traditional Spring 2020 commencement, but social distanc-

ing won’t stop the university from honoring the hard work and accomplishments of its graduates. Virtual commence-

ment exercises are planned in the form of an online, on–demand graduation ceremony.

“Commencement is always the highlight of the year and the most important event we hold,” said Dwayne McCay,

Florida Tech president. “Having to cancel the in–person ceremonies was extremely disappointing for all of us at the

university, and heartbreaking for so many graduates and their families. We hope this virtual commencement will allow

them a different way to celebrate this incredibly important moment in their lives.”

Graduates and their loved ones can expect a dose of digital pomp and circumstance, special speeches, and a reading

of each graduate’s name, accompanied by a photo, where possible.

Florida Tech’s virtual commencement will premier in a streaming format at 5 p.m. on Friday, May 8. It will then be

made available as an on–demand and downloadable video.

Graduating students who wish to see their photos during Florida Tech’s virtual commencement may submit them

using the form at www.floridatech.edu/virtual–commencement. More details about the virtual ceremony will be

released to students and their families in coming weeks.

Spring graduating students who wish to participate in an in–person ceremony still have that option at the Dec. 12

commencement exercises.
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File photo

Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT SHROUDING A PEDOPHILE?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955  

Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION, 
INC.

DOCUMENT# N36299

FEI Number: 59-3048626 Certificate of Status Desired:
Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL  32931  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Officer/Director Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears 
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail Date

TIMOTHY MICHAUD

FILED
Feb 07, 2019

Secretary of State
0275169506CC

TOM WILLIAMSON DIRECTOR 02/07/2019

2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

No

02/07/2019

Title S

Name NORONHA, DENZIL

Address 5575 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title DP

Name WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address 3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title T

Name GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address 2080 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931
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By Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
deo.info@deo.myflorida.com

TALLAHASSEE — The Florida Department of

Economic Opportunity announced that over 1,000 small

businesses have been awarded more than $49 million

from the Florida Small Business Emergency Bridge Loan.

The Bridge Loan program, managed by Florida DEO,

provides short–term, interest–free loans to small busi-

nesses that experienced economic injury from COVID–19.

Additionally, DEO announced the availability of

business resources to help businesses recovering from the

economic impacts resulting from COVID–19.

“We appreciate Governor DeSantis’ steadfast commit-

ment to helping small businesses sustain the economic

impacts created by COVID–19,” said Ken Lawson,

executive director of the Florida DEO.

“We are proud to stand with Florida businesses by

providing them with additional resources during these

challenging times. We appreciate the help of our Florida

Small Business Emergency Bridge Loan partners, Florida

Small Business Development Center and Florida First

Capital Finance Corp., for working diligently to process

applications and provide loans as quickly as possible.”

Since the application period opened on March 17,

Florida DEO has received more than 38,000 applications

for the Florida Small Business Emergency Bridge Loan.

As of Friday, April 10, over 1,000 applications have been

approved totaling more than $49 million.

Florida DEO will continue to review all applications

that were received online or postmarked by Monday, April

13. Florida DEO and its Emergency Bridge Loan partners

will continue to quickly and efficiently review, approve

and provide loans to Florida businesses affected by the

economic impacts of COVID–19 until available funds are

expended. Businesses that are looking for information

about the status of their application should visit

www.FloridaJobs.org/COVID–19 and select “Check

Application Status” under Florida Small Business

Emergency Bridge Loan to sign–in to your account.

DeSantis and Florida DEO are encouraging businesses

to utilize other state and federal business loan resources

that are currently available to Florida businesses. The

U.S. Small Business Administration offers various loan

programs to small businesses including the newly

launched Paycheck Protection Program and the Debt

Relief Program through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and

Economic Security Act, also known as the CARES Act, as

well as the established Economic Injury Disaster Loan.

Various state and federal loan programs available to

affected businesses include the following:

l SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loan and Loan

Advance Program

The SBA’s Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) and

Loan Advance program provides small businesses with

working capital loans up to $2 million that can provide

vital economic support to small businesses to help

overcome the temporary loss of revenue businesses may

be experiencing. The EIDL allows for an advance of up to

$10,000.

l Paycheck Protection Program

The Paycheck Protection Program is a loan designed to

provide a direct incentive for small businesses with fewer

than 500 employees to keep their workers on the payroll.

The program provides eight weeks of cash–flow assistance

through 100 percent federally guaranteed loans. SBA will

forgive a portion of the loan if all employees are kept on

the payroll for eight weeks and the money is used for

payroll, rent, mortgage interest or utilities.

l SBA Debt Relief

The SBA Debt Relief program will provide a reprieve

to small businesses as they overcome the challenges

created by this health crisis. Under this program the SBA

will pay the principal and interest of new 7(a) loans issued

before Sept. 27, 2020. The SBA will also pay the principal

and interest of current 7(a) loans for a period of six

months.

l Rebuild Florida Business Loan Fund

The Rebuild Florida Business Loan Fund provides

financing to assist businesses with resiliency efforts. The

funds will address the current gap in available, affordable

capital for businesses that can be used for inventory

purchases, construction, working capital, equipment

financing and more.

l Florida Small Business Loan Program

The Florida Small Business Loan Program is available

to qualified businesses that demonstrate adequate

historical or proposed cash flow coverage and other credit

underwriting metrics. The loan proceeds must be used for

a business purpose, which includes, but is not limited to:

startup costs, working capital, business procurement,

franchise fees, equipment, inventory, as well as the

purchase, construction renovation or tenant improve-

ments of an eligible place of business that is not for

passive real estate investment purposes. Loan amounts

range from $250,000 to $5 million.

l Black Business Loan Program

The Black Business Loan program offers alternative

lending solutions to Florida–based black owned small

businesses by providing short–term loans and technical

assistance.

l Microfinance Guarantee Program

The Microfinance Guarantee Program is available to

stimulate access to credit for entrepreneurs and small

businesses in Florida by providing targeted guarantees to

loans made to such entrepreneurs and small businesses.

Funds appropriated to the program must be reinvested

and maintained as a long–term and stable source of

funding for the program.

For a comprehensive overview of all federal and state

resources available to small businesses impacted by

COVID–19, visit Floridajobs.org/COVID–19. You may

also call (833) 832–4494 for other inquiries regarding the

Florida Small Business Emergency Bridge Loan.

Florida Department of Economic Opportunity awards more than 1,000 Small Business Bridge Loans
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By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Institute of Technology

As befits a university known for innovation and

technology — as well as its community support —

Florida Tech has harnessed the power of its constella-

tion of 3D printers and the ingenuity of its faculty, staff

and students to assist frontline workers in the Space

Coast medical community.

Using 3D printers at various locations on the

university’s Melbourne campus and at its nearby

Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Innovative

Design, the team led by College of Engineering and

Science Dean Marco Carvalho and including student

project coordinator Juan Avendano Arbelaez, lab

director Deep Patel and electronic lab manager David

Beavers has produced and delivered dozens of face

shields.

Students and staff were engaged in the production

process and were quick to respond to the feedback

provided by recipients, including local doctors who

suggested minor alterations that were implemented on

the same day.

“It was very rewarding to see the appreciation of the

heath workers who received these,” said Carvalho, who

helped coordinate the effort and facilitate design

improvements and distribution. “I’m extremely proud of

our Florida Tech team that, without hesitation, jumped

into action to work days, nights and weekends to help

our community.”

An effort led by Deep Patel also led to the rapid

production of 3D–printer–generated face mask exten-

sions for a team of Florida–based respiratory thera-

pists.

The team also worked on designing face masks and

testing and producing prototypes, including masks that

can be sized for children, and unlike common disposable

masks, can be reused via a replaceable filter. Design

guidance came from the Billings Clinic in Montana,

which posted a stereolithography file for public use.

(These types of files are used with computer–aided

design software that allows for 3D printing.)

The mask creation process sparked some innovative

concepts from Florida Tech students. One design under

consideration involves an ultraviolet mask that creates

an electrical charge when the user breathes, potentially

drawing airborne viruses to the mask and killing them.

While still early in the design process, concepts like

that reminded team member David Beavers of the

creativity and out–of–the–box thinking displayed so

often by Florida Tech students.

“I’m amazed by our students almost on a daily

basis,” he said. “We have some of the most creative

people I’ve ever seen in my life. It really is amazing

some of the ideas they come up with.”

The total volume of face shields the university can

produce remains modest at this point, but as Beavers

noted, even a few can mean the difference between

safety and possible contamination.

“If you can deliver even a couple dozen to a medical

facility, an intake, or one of these testing centers where

they’re constantly exposed, or even to a local business,

it makes a difference,” he said.

Florida Tech using 3D printers to make face shields; team is also developing innovative face mask prototypes
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How an advertising and marketing agency in Florida maintains peak performance during challenging times

By Barbara Emener Karasek
bkarasek@paradiseadv.com
Paradise Advertising & Marketing Inc.

ST. PETERSBURG — In times when

we’re tested to the max, it helps to think

like a top athlete whose big race just got

postponed. Training and preparing for the

meet must go on, or else peak fitness and

performance decreases significantly

following pause. The runner’s focus is

managing peak performance at the next

race in an ongoing basis.

As a businessowner, I’m constantly

thinking of each client’s particular race,

albeit sprints, high hurdles, relays or

marathons. Each has seen their race

suddenly rescheduled. I urge them, as I

urge all of us, to take a deep breath, look

inward and project outward. Revisit (or re–

do) goal playbooks and envision accom-

plishing them. Be ready to nimbly pivot for

the duration, to keep your parts moving

and get back into tiptop shape. Be strategic

and utilize data. Act like a wartime leader.

Here is what we advise clients to do, as

we are at Paradise:

l Take care of our team and company

first.

Make sure your team of staff and their

families are safe and healthy. We’re only

as good as our people, and when a crisis

happens, it is important that the company

and employees are “fit” to jump right in.

Ensuring the company is on solid footing

operationally is paramount. That founda-

tion allows us to pivot, adapt and react to

the situations at hand to operate

seamlessly and maintain world class

services for our client partners in challeng-

ing, fast paced crisis times. Some helpful

tips? Encourage as much remote collabora-

tion as possible. Find a way to insert your

company culture into their new, home–

based workplace; keeping spirits up by

sharing informative, kind, and inspira-

tional information. This is the time for

your millennial colleagues to show off their

best memes!

l It’s a marathon conducted in sprints.

As with any race, yes, you may have

crossed the finish line, but in the back of

your mind you’re already evaluating what

you could have done differently. For us at

Paradise, our annual plans have taken a

back seat and we are in week to week

project sprints with clients. In the agency

world, post–mortems, sprints, and launch

sessions are inherent to our business and

extremely important. In the present day in

this crisis time, our daily sprint regroups,

and our ongoing and at times hourly

“should we pivot” chats, have been some of

the most insightful meetings I’ve had.

Helpful tips? Internal meetings need to

have clear agendas outlined and key

stakeholders present.

Schedule the meetings, calls or web

conferences for 20 minutes — 2 minutes of

opening personal check–ins, 15 minutes of

solid dialogue, 1 minute of fluff, and 2

minutes to state action steps, deliverables

and team assignments. Meet as senior

staff often (many times daily) via web

conference to discuss issues across people,

culture, operations, finance, legal, informa-

tion technology and of course, the client

partners and business vendors.

l Ready set, we’re off to the RACI!

If you are not familiar with this

acronym, RACI, I encourage you to

embrace it for your organization. The

acronym reflects four key responsibilities

most typically used in any business:

responsible, accountable, consulted, and

informed. We adopt this methodology in

Paradise and this approach is of great help

in times of crisis, moving fast and lessen-

ing the influx of emails in an already

overloaded inbox. Helpful tips? To move

fast, and accurately, it’s important to

always clarify and define roles and

responsibilities in cross–functional or

departmental projects and processes.

l Maintain your composure, and your

culture.

It’s human to think in the moment, and

to worry, and yet we need to remember we

are captains of our teams. We need to

remain calm and composed in trying times

and juggle being mentors, coaches,

colleagues and managers while making

sure we’re still on strategy and ready to

jump start at any moment. Helpful tips?

Constantly take the pulse of your organi-

zation, and your culture, by checking in

with staff and clients and listening to your

feedback channels.

l Connect and reconnect.

We have an opportunity to dig deep and

find new ways to keep in touch and

collaborate virtually. Those of you with

remote employees have been at it for

years, and extroverts like us in the

relationship business are adapting quickly.

We are settling in to our “new normal” of

remote work and virtual communications.

There were video conferences and 30–plus

employees on Zoom the other day, and

over 60–plus partners on a web conference

last week. Between team video hangouts,

Zoom and conference calls, some days feel

like a full day in the office. Helpful tips?

Cherish the personal moments, the way

LeBron James does with his live

Instagram appearances. You want to

manage an atmosphere where staff and

clients feel and see your presence even

without physical proximity, and that can

be invigorating. You’ll learn new things

about your colleagues in the process, and

about yourself. I think there is something

truly authentic and awesome about having

serious business conversations in the

living room, with kids and pets in the

background.

l Map your recovery strategy like a

wartime leader.

It may not be easy to see the light at

the end of the tunnel, but know that

sooner rather than later, all will resume

back to normal, or a new normal. Now is

the time to activate your recovery and

reactivation planning to get client partners

to become fully operational in the market-

place as soon as possible. And preparing

for any marketplace launch post crisis can

change daily leading up to the unveil.

Battle plans, or in our case post–crisis

plans, are designed against Periclean

Grand Strategy so to speak, which I

learned in my World Military History

college course.

The two basic Periclean Grand Strategy

principles are the rejection of appeasement

and the avoidance of overextension, both of

which are equally important to our team of

business growth strategists building plans

for client partners. Helpful tips? Develop

your short–term and long–term toolkits,

polish and invigorate your content creation

and ideation as if mapping a post–wartime

battle strategy. Approach this exercise

with Churchillian leadership: a fine

balance of practicality, idealism and

positivity. We want you, and all of us, to

rise to our “finest hour.”

l Seek trusted advisors.

From Winston Churchill to JFK and

beyond, great leaders have surrounded

themselves with great counselors, the best

and the brightest. At Paradise we have the

resources and proven track record to help

plan your recovery. With a wide range of

expertise, from crisis communication,

internal and external messaging and

award–winning creatives, we are ready to

jump in at any moment and craft your

strategies in extremely tight turnaround

situations. We are ready to provide you

with expert consultation and direction not

just for crisis, but for the recovery and

beyond. We want you to be back on track,

optimized and energized. We’re a hangout,

phone chat or video conference away.

l About Paradise Advertising &

Marketing

Paradise is an award–winning full–

service agency that is at the forefront of

innovation in brand, design, digital, media,

and communications using its data–led

approach. The team, comprised of experi-

enced marketers, strategists, and

creatives, is effective at removing the

barrier between brands and their target

audiences.

Every day, Paradise uses data–led

strategies, breakthrough creative, and

impactful integrated and digital media

solutions to drive growth for clients.

Paradise clients include Naples, Marco

Island, Everglades CVB, ZooTampa at

Lowry Park, Seminole County CVB,

Kahwa Coffee Roasting Company, Visit

Savannah, Global Polo Entertainment, US

Polo Association Global Licensing, JW

Marriott Marco Island Beach Resort.

To learn more, visit paradiseadv.com or

follow us on social channels.
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Major brands must behave in positive manner during
coronavirus crisis or face the wrath of their customers

customers are consuming media right now,

and they are seeing your competitors’

messages.

l Find your target audience. COVID–19

is a worldwide pandemic, and it’s very

likely that your customers’ lives have

changed substantially, regardless of where

they are. That means that the advertising

media they are putting their eyes on have

changed as well. As much as possible, work

with advertising agencies and media

placement agencies to switch out media

plans in the short term (through the

summer at least). Platforms such as

billboard advertising or out–of–home, for

example, simply won’t work. Move those

dollars to media that will work for you,

such as digital, television, etc.

l Avoid messaging disasters. It’s not the

time for shock, fear, dark humor, etc.

regardless of your brand positioning or

consumer target. It’s time to be careful.

Internet usage is up — people are living

more of their lives online — and a tone–

deaf Twitter response, mocking customers,

etc., might turn into a huge backlash and

extremely quickly. So, don’t quit being

creative and fun — your consumers need

diversions right now — but definitely think

before you post or place.

l About Ball State

Founded in 1918, Ball State University

is one of Indiana’s premier institutions

universities and an economic driver for the

state. Ball State’s 22,500 students come

from all over Indiana, the nation, and the

world.

The 790–acre campus is large enough to

accommodate first–rate facilities and 19

NCAA Division I sports, but our welcoming

and inclusive campus is small enough to

ensure the friendliness, personal attention,

and access that are the hallmarks of the

university.

By Marc Ransford
00meransford@bsu.edu
Senior Media Strategist
Ball State University

MUNCIE, Ind. — Major brands must

behave in a positive manner during the

COVID–19 crisis in order to shape future

customer loyalty, says a marketing

professor at Ball State University.

Brands are attempting to continue daily

operations during the pandemic, but these

corporations must remember that once the

economy reopens for business, consumers

will remember their crisis management,

said Mark Mayer, an assistant professor of

marketing in the Miller College of Business

at Ball State.

He speaks from experience. Prior to

starting a career in academia, he was a

brand manager at Kraft Foods and at

Wyeth Healthcare. His brands included

Planters Nuts, Nabisco new products, and

Advil.

Mayer offers five pieces of advice for

brand teams during the COVID–19 crisis:

l Be authentic. Brands play an

important role in people’s lives right now,

but if your brand image, brand personality,

product category, etc. doesn’t really fit with

a message about the pandemic, don’t try to

move brand positioning or messaging

there.

l Be steady. Consumers have a whole

lot of change going on right now, and most

of it isn’t good. They don’t need confusing

messages from brands, or dramatic

changes to attributes such as logos,

slogans, or package design. They need

consistency.

l Spend. If sales are down, there’s often

a temptation to cut marketing costs, but

this isn’t the time to go silent. Your

Businesses in Brevard play important role in stopping the
spread of coronavirus, asked to follow CDC guidelines

Businesses in Brevard County are being

asked to do their part in helping to slow the

spread of COVID–19 by implementing and

adhering to social distancing recommenda-

tions by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention and the Florida Depart-

ment of Health.

By a unanimous vote, Brevard County’s

Board of County Commissioners adopted a

proclamation requesting businesses

implement CDC social distancing recom-

mendations by making these standards

part of their day–to–day operations:

l All employees and patrons are to

practice social distancing by staying at

least six feet apart.

l Group meetings, trainings, and other

gatherings are to be limited to 10 persons

of less.

l Occupancy should be limited to no

more than 30 percent of the maximum

allowable capacity under the fire code for

non–residential, non–medical, and non–

lodging uses.

l Business should install appropriate

signage, floor markings, or such other

means as may be necessary to remind

customers and employees of the impor-

tance of social distancing at entry and exit

points, checkout points, staging areas, etc.

The CDC social distancing recommen-

dations have been credited with “flattening

the curve” or keeping the spike of COVID–

19 cases at a level that doesn’t overwhelm

the health system, and also have helped

reduce exposure and the potential for

contracting the deadly virus.

The Commission’s vote was prompted

by previous action from a policy group of

Brevard County leaders who activate

during times of emergency, such as the

coronavirus pandemic.
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Sixteen ways to combat your client’s top excuse for not making the purchase — expert knocks down objections

By Andrew Sobel

If you’re in sales, client management, or

work with clients in some other capacity,

you’ve no doubt heard those seven fateful

words: “We don’t have the budget for this.”

This phrase is discouraging to hear. If you

take it at face value it can effectively shut

down the discussion. But you shouldn’t

take it at face value because quite often it’s

code for some other issue that can be

overcome.

When prospects or clients make the “no

budget” claim, it’s usually a clue to dig

deeper. You may find out something that

helps reframe the issue in a mutually

beneficial way or makes the return on

investment for the client more compelling.

Either way, money that supposedly isn’t

there can sometimes appear, as if by magic.

There are four fundamental objections

in sales:

l No need (“We just don’t need what you

have to offer.”)

l No urgency (“It’s interesting, but the

timing is not quite right.”)

l No trust (“You seem like nice people

but we’re not sure you have the right/most

effective solution.”)

l And finally…no money (“We don’t

have the budget for this.”)

Learning how to overcome such

objections is a big part of what it takes to

become a trusted advisor to your clients. I

wrote “It Starts With Clients: Your 100–

Day Plan to Build Lifelong Relationships

and Revenue “ — and developed the 100–

Day Client Growth Challenge

(www.andrewsobel.com/clientgrowth) that

accompanies it — to help professionals

build out a proven plan for conquering

tough challenges, growing their client base

(in both up and down markets) and

transforming their client relationships.

These resources reflect 25 years’ worth of

unique research, including personal

interviews with over 8,000 top executives

and highly successful rainmakers.

But back to the “We have no budget”

objection: before you craft your response,

you need to understand WHY the client is

saying it. Here are six main possibilities:

l You’re working with a junior buyer

(for example, not a real decision–maker).

The executive you’re talking to is not senior

enough to control the kind of budget

needed to buy your service/product and

they can’t unilaterally raise their insuffi-

cient budget. The company MIGHT have

the budget somewhere, but not where you

are working in the organization!

l What you’re proposing is not a priority

for the organization. All the budget has

been allocated to other, higher–priority

investments. “Priorities” will typically be

initiatives that are strongly aligned with

strategic goals, have senior executive

sponsorship, are embedded in that year’s

approved plans and programs, and/or form

part of the client’s performance goals for

the year.

l You’re outside the budget cycle. You’ve

been caught in a rigid corporate planning

and budgeting cycle, and the client has

already structured their investments and

time around a small set of strategic

priorities for the year. In other words, you

didn’t go deep enough and soon enough into

the client’s planning cycle and get your

engagement budgeted for.

l There’s a lack of perceived return–on–

investment/value for your solution. The

client may have a need, and they may like

you and your firm, but you haven’t

demonstrated the “R” in Return on

Investment in terms of the value and

impact of your proposed solution. They just

don’t see the value.

l There’s no budget for YOU. The real

objection may be the third one on the first

list, above: “No trust.” For the right

solution/firm, the client can come up with

the budget. But they don’t trust that you

and your firm represent the best and

highest value alternative.

l There’s a spending freeze. The funny

thing about this reason — the CEO

declares a spending freeze on all non–

essential and unbudgeted expenditures —

is that, of course, the client is still spending

money on lots of things. I’ve had many

clients declare an absolute freeze on

outside consultants. But then, a few

months later, I see that they’ve hired one or

more of the large global consulting firms

for a seven– or eight–figure fee because a

particular C–Suite executive has decided

that using them is utterly essential. This

goes back to reason number one — there’s

always budget if your client is senior

enough and sees a high ROI on your

proposal!

As you can see, there are potential

solutions to the “No budget” objection, and

they need to be tailored to the particular

situation. Here are 16 ideas for you:

Strategies to Create or Free Up Budget

l Gain sponsorship from a higher–level,

more powerful economic buyer. You’ll have

to work closely with your existing client to

make this happen, as no executive likes it

when you go over his or her head.

l Redefine the issue so that it is more

strategic and can attract the necessary

funds. This may also be necessary to gain

the higher–level sponsorship mentioned in

Strategy 1.

l Identify opportunities for the client to

create efficiencies in their existing budget.

This requires investment, but if you gain a

deep enough understanding of your client’s

overall set of expenditures (for example, for

consulting, legal services, IT, etc.) you may

be able to recommend efficiencies through

service provider consolidation, productivity

improvements, or other means.

l Restructure the work to achieve cost

savings. Whereas Strategy 3 looks at their

broad budget, in this case you recommend

changes in the way the client is approach-

ing your particular program or project so

that it can be executed for less money.

l Create flexible contractual terms. If it

is a client you trust, and you can get the

agreement in writing, you could offer to

invoice and receive payments on a flexible

schedule. A client, for example, may have

the funds available in three or four months,

and if you’re willing to accommodate that,

you may be in business.

l Increase the perceived value of the

overall package. “It’s too expensive” usually

means “We don’t perceive sufficient value.”

More value could include advice and

counseling around your core solution or

service, personal coaching, knowledge

transfer, training, follow–up assessments,

or many other things.

l Appeal to an important personal “win”

of the buyer. Most clients have a business

agenda and a personal agenda. Showing

how your offering can help accomplish both

of these will raise the perception of overall

value.

l Combine budgets to fund your

program. To the extent your project

impacts multiple functions or business

units, you might be able to get budget

allocations from multiple sources.

l Combine discounts to create a BIG

discount. One of my clients was asked to

discount their fees by 15 percent, and their

ability to do this was going to make or

break the deal. They responded by

creatively finding a total of 15 percent from

8 different sources that all reduced their

cost of delivery or otherwise saved them

money–allowing them to pass on the

savings to the client. These included early

payment discounts, productivity discounts,

a volume discount, and so on.

Please see Fundamental Objections in Sales, page 11
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teleconferencing, and other means to cut

down travel and meeting expenses.

l If you’re outside the client’s budget

cycle, then work with the client to get your

proposal into their NEXT planning and

budgeting cycle. You could suggest some

modest upfront work to learn more about

their needs, build some key relationships

ahead of your next proposal iteration, and

so on.

When you’re told there is no budget,

first try to understand why. You may

actually be able to do something about it

— and, help your client with something

important in the process.

l About the Author:

Andrew Sobel (www.andrewsobel.com/

clientgrowth) is the creator of the

eLearning masterclasses “Building Your

Clients for Life and Building Relationships

that Matter.” He is the leading authority

on the strategies and skills required to

build clients for life. He is the most widely

published author in the world on this topic,

having written nine acclaimed, best–selling

books on developing enduring professional

relationships. His books have sold more

than 250,000 copies and have been

translated into 21 languages.

His programs have been delivered in 52

countries for many of the world’s most

successful companies. These include public

corporations such as Citibank, Cognizant,

Experian, Hess, UBS, and Lloyds Banking

Group, as well as private firms such as

PwC, Booz Allen Hamilton, Bain &

Company, Grant Thornton, Deloitte, and

Norton Rose Fulbright. He graduated from

Middlebury College with honors and

earned his MBA degree from Dartmouth’s

Tuck School.

Reach Sobel at www.AndrewSobel.com

and https://learning.andrewsobel.com.

l Restructure the project to meet the

budget they DO have (if they have any

left!). This is common sense and it can lead

to a very fruitful dialogue about what is

most important to the client.

l Rename what you’re doing and find a

different budget category. This could work

in particular circumstances. For example,

some of a consulting project budget could

come from funds for employee training.

l Tie your work more closely to quantifi-

able revenue increases or cost reductions.

You should always be doing this, but it’s

especially important today because of the

intense scrutiny on even small amounts of

spending at many corporations. You’re

going to have to spend more time on the

benefits case for each piece of work you sell.

One tip: Have your client approve/endorse

the benefits case. Otherwise it will carry

little weight!

l Provide ongoing advice to keep the

discussion going. If a client has no budget

to get a project started, you may —

depending on the circumstances — be

willing to meet on a regular basis to talk

about the issue and give some free

consultation to your client, all the while

keeping the interest up so that when there

is money available, you’re the preferred

advisor. Invest to stay on the radar screen.

l Sell what you do as a product, not a

service. If you can productize your know–

how and approach, then you may have

access to a different budget or budget

approval process. If your service can be

capitalized and then amortized over time,

this could make a big difference.

l Deliver your services virtually. By

eliminating in–person meetings you could

dramatically lower the cost of your

proposal. Many clients are in fact relying

on webinars, teleconferences, video

Fundamental Objections in Sales
Continued from page 10

21st Cape Canaveral Student Art Show to go virtual
on May 1; city teams up with New Zealand company

CAPE CANAVERAL — For the past

two decades, the Cape Canaveral Student

Art Show has been a spring time cultural

staple for students throughout Brevard

County.

In the last few years, it has expanded

exponentially and now features the

artwork from as many as 16 area schools

— to include a mix of public, private,

magnet and charter institutions, as well as

art created by students enrolled in home

school programs.

This year, despite the necessary

restrictions to slow the spread of COVID–

19, on May 1 the show will go on!

Virtually, that is.

The original show was slated to open on

April 3 and by early March, it became

evident that a physical show would not be

feasible.

Just when cancellation seemed

imminent, a solution appeared on the other

side of the globe, in Auckland, New

Zealand, with a company called Exhibbit.

The company specializes in creating virtual

3–D art gallery experiences.

The company was “eager to collaborate

and help the City of Cape Canaveral avoid

one less disappointing cancellation for area

students — many of which have lost the

opportunity to engage in athletic programs,

coming–of–age social activities and above

all, their well–earned commencement

ceremonies.”

Starting May 1, the public will be able

to experience and share the artwork of the

21st annual Student Art Show in a virtual

3–D gallery, online via the city’s website.

The Exhibbit Gallery will remain acces-

sible until May 30, and for the first time,

the students will be able to share their art

with friends and family around the world.

For more details or to view the Student

Art Show when it opens, visit https://

www.cityofcapecanaveral.org/community/

public_art_program/student_art_show.php. Melbourne Art Festival

new ad emailed
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Your 2020 Tax Team
Whittaker Cooper

Brevard's Most Trusted Accounting Firm Since 1985

Get the dream team working for you. Jennifer and Rich 
head a team of CPAs and Consultants with more than 

280 years of combined experience. Call Whittaker 
Cooper Financial Group. Serving Brevard since 1985.

1692 W. Hibiscus Blvd., Melbourne, FL 32901
321.723.3352

www.Whittaker-Cooper.com

Specializing in:
Tax Preparation | Audit Preparation

Business Valuation | Strategic Business Planning
Litigation Support

Jennifer Gri�n, Tax Director and Rich Sutter, Audit Manager
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Please see Volk Law Offices, P.A., page 19

By Ken Datzman

News about the novel coronavirus pandemic has

gripped the nation in recent weeks.

As it started to unfold, attorney David Volk scrambled

to research and compile a special section on his firm’s

website (VolkLawOffices.com) to help businesses and

individuals learn more about resources and government

programs available to help them in this time of crisis.

“About four weeks ago, I saw this as bad and getting

worse. We needed to be prepared to talk to clients about

issues arising because of the coronavirus pandemic,” said

Volk, who established Volk Law Offices, P.A., 25 years ago

in Melbourne.

“We put in dozens and dozens of hours gathering

articles and sourcing information. I gave each of our

attorneys a 35–page guide to coronavirus legal issues.

And, of course, the legal ramifications of the coronavirus

are continuing to evolve.”

The severity of the economic disruptions in the small–

business sector is quickly increasing the immediate

demand for financial assistance among owners of small

firms.

“Every part of our financial society is being touched

negatively by the coronavirus,” said Volk. “We represent

businesses, and there are many businesses today right at

the margin of profit and loss. In normal times, they can’t

afford to shut down for a week, let alone a month.”

He advices businesses to watch their receivables

closely. “If you have someone who usually pays on time

and they suddenly pay late, reach out to them. If someone

goes beyond 60 to 90 days, you will never get your money.”

Volk also said “businesses should do a top-down review

of their company. Where is your money coming from?

Where is it going? How are you going to get new business?

Do a SWOT analysis of your business. SWOT stands for

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. It’s a

strategic-planning technique.”

He added, “I think everybody is a little bit scared right

now, if not a lot scared. Fear is very destructive. It

prevents us from seeing things as they are. There is a

great acronym for the word FEAR — ‘false evidence

appearing real.’ I believe we will all come out of this

experience much stronger.”

Volk put together a team of highly experienced

attorneys at his firm for a coronavirus question–and–

answer session with “BBN.” The Q&A topics ranged from

what government programs are available to the business

community, to tenant–landlord and real estate questions

in general, to addressing the scope of the Families First

Coronavirus Response Act.

The roundtable attorneys included Bryan Yarnell, a

litigator and contracts expert; Michael Dujovne, a litigator

and the firm’s board–certified real estate attorney; and

Barry Baker, a litigator and employment law expert. They

are experts in other business areas, too.

Yarnell is a U.S. Navy veteran, an electrical engineer

and graduate of Harvard Law School. Dujovne is a

graduate of Georgetown University Law Center in

Washington, D.C., and has traveled extensively

Attorneys from Volk Law Offices provide insight on legal questions surrounding
coronavirus and the programs and resources available for local businesses

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth

The attorneys at Volk Law Offices have been helping business clients better understand and navigate the legal ramifications of the coronavirus pandemic. David Volk compiled a 35–page guide to
coronavirus legal issues for his team. The guide covers everything from employment law to tenant–landlord contracts to the Paycheck Protection Program and government loans available for small
businesses. From left, the attorneys are: Michael Dujovne, Volk, Barry Baker, and Bryan Yarnell. They are at the firm’s office at One Harbor Place in downtown Melbourne.
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Please see Marine Bank & Trust, page 21

Marine Bank & Trust working closely with its small–business customers, an
active lender; community banks are best positioned to help small firms now
By Ken Datzman

Vero Beach–based Marine Bank & Trust, which has a

full–service office in Melbourne, is playing offense during

the coronavirus pandemic as it reaches out to its small–

business customers.

“We are actively lending,” said industry veteran Lory

Milton, vice president/commercial loan officer at the

Marine Bank & Trust branch at 3303 Suntree Blvd. “The

bank has always been in the business of lending money,

and we’re staying relatively busy with commercial loan

requests. Some of our clients are in industries that are

seeing strong demand for their products.”

She added, “We have a strong balance sheet and we

have strong bank leadership. Our board members make

smart financial decisions on how we lend. It has put us in a

nice position. We might have a bump in the road once in a

while, but we are going to recover.”

Her bank closed 2019 with an increase in loans and

core deposits, record profits, and an increased value for

shareholders. Highlights of Marine Bank’s 2019 include

year–over–year asset growth of 6 percent, with $286 mil-

lion in total assets at Dec. 21, 2019. Loans outstanding

were $242 million as compared to $218 million on

Dec. 31, 2018, an increase of 11 percent.

“And we started 2019 with a lot of momentum,” said

Milton, adding that she recently had a conference call with

some local general contractors that specialize in commer-

cial construction.

“I reached out to businesses to get their general feeling

about activity in the market. The contractors I talked to

seemed optimistic, which was refreshing considering the

business environment we’re operating in now.”

She said “it’s nice to see our community partners in the

construction industry staying active. General contractors, I

believe, are tweaking things as they move forward in this

environment.”

Independent banks such as Marine Bank & Trust are

an integral part of Main Street because they invest local

dollars back into the community and help create jobs.

Their relationship banking philosophy is ingrained in the

way they conduct business, one loan — one customer — at

a time.

“I’ve said this many times, but it bears repeating —

Marine Bank takes our distinction as a community bank

very seriously, and as a result, we strive to be a dependable

source for local businesses and residents,” said Bill Penney,

president and chief executive officer of Marine Bank.

In 2019, his bank closed 298 loans totaling $113.6 mil-

lion that included $50 million in commercial loans helping

132 small businesses grow and create new jobs, $62.5

million in mortgage loans that assisted 166 families in

purchasing or refinancing their homes, and more than

$1 million in consumer loans.

“We work closely with all types of small businesses,”

said Milton, whose bank offers commercial real estate

loans, construction loans, commercial lines of credit,

U.S. Small Business Administration loans, and U.S.

Department of Agriculture loans.

“Small businesses drive the economy and create most of

the new jobs in America. Community banks like ours are

tied directly to the success of small businesses,” she said.

Small businesses are the lifeblood of the U.S. economy

because they create two–thirds of new jobs and drive

innovation and competitiveness.

A new report by the Small Business Administration

shows that they account for 44 percent of U.S. economic

activity. The U.S. gross domestic product is the market

value of the goods and services produced by labor and the

property located in America.

The government’s “Small Business Profiles” report

shows that small firms added 1.8 million new jobs in 2019.

The U.S. has 30.7 million small businesses that employ

47.3 percent of the private workforce. These numbers

clearly show small businesses are at the forefront of

economic growth.

The “American Banker,” a longstanding daily trade

newspaper and website covering the financial services

industry, posted an article April 7 touting the importance

of community banks.

“With an invisible enemy uniting the nation, the

vibrant network of more than 5,000 local banking institu-

tions, if properly harnessed, can be a crucial weapon. There

is no better vehicle available to stabilize the nation’s econ-

omy than the banks rooted in their local communities.”

The article goes on say, “These banks are closely

Lory Milton is vice president/commercial loan officer at Marine Bank & Trust in Melbourne. She works closely with many small–business
owners in the region. Her bank is an active lender, including participation in Small Business Administration loan programs such as
7(a) and 504, which are tailored to meet the needs of small–business owners. She believes the county will bounce back sharply from
the coronavirus setback. ‘It’s going to be almost like a windfall.’

connected to individual and small–business borrowers,

with loans usually secured by residential and commercial

real estate, farmland, and automobiles in cities, suburbs

and towns across the country. While all banks, their

customers, and the communities they serve, will benefit

from the CARES Act recently adopted by Congress, more

help specifically for smaller banks and middle America is

necessary.”

The U.S. Small Business Administration launched the

Paycheck Protection Program, a $349 billion emergency

loan program created when President Trump signed the

“Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act,” or

CARES.

The program provides forgivable loans up to $10 million

to small businesses left financially distressed by the

coronavirus pandemic. The loans, which are being

administered at the local level by a national network of

banks and credit unions, are designed to maintain the

BBN photo — Adrienne B. Roth
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By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Institute of Technology

Florida Institute of Technology President Dwayne

McCay announced that the university has come to

agreement with the CEO of Northboro Builders Inc. to

purchase the Foosaner Art Museum properties located in

downtown Eau Gallie.

A contract has been signed with Lawrence “Larry”

Jarnes, a neighbor, to buy both the museum and the

adjoining Renee Foosaner Education Center. Jarnes is

the owner and operator of several commercial buildings

in Melbourne as well as CEO of Northboro Builders, a

company dedicated to revitalizing commercial properties

throughout the country, including, hotels, airports and

restaurants.

Both parties hope to close on the property Aug. 31 and

have agreed that Florida Tech will continue to operate

the museum and education center through July 2021.

“I want to build a boutique hotel on the site that can

help reinvigorate the Eau Gallie Arts District downtown,”

Jarnes said.

“My wife, Jeannette, and kids love the Eau Gallie area

— it’s the coolest little town,” said Jarnes, who bought his

nearby home six years ago and is also a member of the

Eau Gallie Yacht Club. “Our vision is for an aesthetically

pleasing multi–story hotel, perhaps 200 rooms, that

would feature a rooftop restaurant and bar with wonder-

ful views of the river and the ocean.”

“Larry is more than a developer,” said Irene Fonzi, a

Satellite Beach real estate attorney who has worked with

Jarnes through several local acquisitions. “He really

wants to enhance and improve everything he sees. If a

project isn’t perfect, he’s not done yet.”

“Another part of Eau Gallie I want to improve is the

parking situation,” Jarnes added. “There simply isn’t

enough parking for people to enjoy all the benefits and

attractions the area offers. Developing a public–private

partnership to address this need is high on my priority

list.”

While the Foosaner Art Museum building will be

removed to make way for the hotel, Jarnes anticipates

transforming the education center building into flexible,

shared office space.

“Larry is like an orchestra conductor,” Fonzi said. “He

has a gift for listening to the voices of the community and

uniting them with his own vision and the ideas of his

hotel partners to create something really beautiful. I

think everyone in Melbourne will be excited about the

outcome.”

Florida Tech leaders said they believe this outcome

will have positive benefits for the community.

“We reviewed several offers and ultimately felt that

Mr. Jarnes’ vision for the property was best for all

involved,” said McCay. “We wish him every success.”

The university retains the museum art collection and

is still seeking a suitable arrangement to display it or

donate it when the museum closes next year.

Florida Tech acquired the former Brevard Art

Museum in 2011 after a $1 million gift from the Foosaner

Foundation and Dee Negroni–Hendrick. Upon taking

ownership of the museum, the university spent roughly

$1.8 million to bring its facilities up to code. Since Florida

Tech took over operations of the museum, the university

has spent more than $7 million to keep it open.

Alicya Simmons of JM Real Estate Inc. is the

university’s Realtor and Cassandra Hartford of Curri —

Kirchner Real Estate Group LLC is the buyer’s Realtor

for this transaction.

l About Florida Institute of Technology

Florida Tech was founded in 1958 at the dawn of the

Space Race that would soon define the Atlantic coast of

Florida and captivate the nation. Now the premier

private technological university in the Southeast, Florida

Tech is a Tier 1 Best National University in U.S. News &

World Report and one of just nine schools in Florida

lauded by the Fiske Guide to Colleges.

Florida Tech is ranked among the top 5 percent of

18,000 degree–granting institutions worldwide in the

2018–19 World University Rankings and has been

named a Top College and Best Value University for 2019

by Forbes.

Florida Tech offers bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral

degrees in aeronautics and aviation, engineering,

computing and cybersecurity, business, science and

mathematics, psychology, education and communication.

Learn more about our relentless pursuit of greatness at

www.fit.edu.

Florida Tech finds buyer for Museum properties; developer envisions boutique hotel as centerpiece of EGAD

Fifth Avenue Art Gallery planning
‘Coast to Coast’ paintings exhibit

While the world is in lockdown, the Fifth Avenue Art

Gallery in the Eau Gallie Arts District of Melbourne, is

“dreaming of a return to gallery waltzing and new

exhibits to stimulate our creativity.”

“Coast to Coast,” paintings by Michiel Bullock, will

continue through the month of May, providing the gallery

is able to open at the end of April. This exhibit will run

until May 30. Following on its heels and opening on

June 1 will be “Petaling Hope,” an invitational show

featuring flowers and their healing power.

Then the gallery will continue its celebration of return

to society by hosting “Primary Colors,” a members’

exhibit, opening June 29.

Watch for further details. Remember, you can visit the

gallery online at https://fifthavenueartgallery.com and

view members’ works.

All Fifth Avenue Art Gallery events are free and open

to the public. For further information on its upcoming

exhibits, call (321) 259–8261.
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Florida State University neuroscience undergraduate Jessica Dixon
from Indialantic wins the prestigious Barry Goldwater Scholarship

By Amy Farnum–Patronis
afarnumpatronis@fsu.edu
University Communications
Florida State University

TALLAHASSEE — A Florida State University student

whose personal experiences inspire her dream of being a

neuroscience researcher has received the prestigious Barry

Goldwater Scholarship, awarded to the nation’s brightest

mathematics, science and engineering college sophomores

and juniors.

Jessica Dixon, a sophomore from Indialantic, will

receive up to $7,500 in both her junior and senior years

from the Barry Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in

Education Foundation to cover the cost of tuition, fees,

books and room and board. The goal of the Goldwater

Foundation is to help ensure that the United States

produces highly qualified professionals in the STEM fields.

Dixon received the news of winning the award during a

Zoom meeting for a class project.

“My first response was to mute myself and turn off

video so I could call over my family, with whom I am

isolating, so I could tell them,” Dixon said. “It has been a

tough semester due to the global situation, so it is nice to

have good news to share with my family, lab and profes-

sors.”

It was fitting that Dixon was with her family when she

heard the news because of the reasons that motivated her

to pursue a degree in neuroscience. First, she watched her

sister — then 12 years old — recover from a massive

subdural brain hemorrhage during brain surgery to treat a

severe neurological movement disorder.

Then, Dixon herself was diagnosed with the neurologi-

cal movement disorder Tourette’s Syndrome at the age of

15. Her first experience with neuroscience research was as

a subject in a Tourette’s research study, and from then on,

she was hooked.

“I found the systematic examination of my brain and,

by extension, other brains a fascinating subject,” Dixon

said.

Dixon added statistics as a second major because many

neuroscience laboratories do not have individuals profi-

cient in high–level quantitative research methods.

“They export these tasks to statisticians outside of the

field,” she said. “By also training to be a statistician, I am

gaining the opportunity to better understand and critically

evaluate the research of myself and others.”

Dixon, who carries a 4.0 grade–point average, is a

recipient of the Presidential Scholars award, Florida

State’s premier undergraduate merit scholarship.

She said the opportunities afforded to her as a Presi-

dential Scholar have helped advance her academic career.

“The resources and personal support at Florida State

have allowed me to reach my full potential as a student

and undergraduate researcher,” Dixon said.

As a freshman, Dixon delved into undergraduate

research in the lab of Aaron Wilber, an assistant professor

of psychology and neuroscience, through the Undergradu-

ate Research Opportunity Program. Working in Wilber’s

lab, Dixon examined mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease

and spatial reorientation in order to build a foundation of

understanding research methodology.

“I could not have achieved this Goldwater Scholarship

without Dr. Wilber’s invaluable mentorship,” Dixon said.

“Dr. Wilber has supported my ambitions and skill develop-

ment by placing me as a co–author on neuroscience Ph.D.

student Danielle Benthem’s electrophysiology research

project, supervised my IDEA grant original research

project, and, soon, will be supervising my honors thesis.”

Dixon plans on pursuing a doctoral degree in transla-

tional neuroscience to become a professor focusing on the

study of neurological conditions, such as movement

disorders, at a major research institution.

“Turning to research for solutions has been my method

of controlling the impacts of my disability, and I hope to

conduct my own research into movement disorders to

better the lives of myself, my sister and others with similar

conditions,” she said.

In addition to her research interests, Dixon’s also

become a national–level advocate for individuals with

disabilities. She’s presented at numerous universities,

medical schools and conferences about using the universal

design for learning to support high–achieving students

with disabilities.

“Investing in Jessica Dixon will undoubtedly pay

dividends within the field of neuroscience, and I can only

imagine the broader impacts her advocacy work and

passion for unprecedented research will have,” said Jesse

Wieland, assistant director of FSU’s Office of National

Fellowships.

“I could not imagine a student more dedicated to their

field, a career in research, or more deserving of the

Goldwater Scholarship.”

For more information on national scholarships, contact

the Office of National Fellowships.

Department of Energy awards contract to area firm Mainstream Engineering
ROCKLEDGE — Mainstream Engineering Corp. has been awarded a contract from the U.S. Department of Energy to

demonstrate a “cost–effective, efficient oxygen separation unit.”

For the foreseeable future, the energy needed to sustain economic growth will continue to come largely from hydrocar-

bon fuels. However, as a nation, Americans must use the fossil energy resources more wisely, cleanly, and efficiently.

The development of innovative, cost–effective technologies for improving the efficiency and environmental perfor-

mance of advanced industrial and utility fossil energy power generation and natural gas recovery systems is “imperative

to accomplish this goal.”

The Gasification Systems Program, conducted under the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Fossil Energy, is

developing innovative, flexible and small–scale, modular gasification systems.

Gasification is the partial oxidation of combustible materials and operates in an oxygen–lean environment where the

necessary high–purity oxygen is produced by an oxygen separation unit (OSU). Mainstream Engineering has developed

an OSU that reduces cost for smaller modular systems.

l About Mainstream Engineering Corp.

The 34–year–old Brevard County manufacturer has a history of conducting leading–edge research and development

that has resulted in advanced cost–competitive products which are made in America. The company’s mission is to

transition advanced R&D into high quality, environmentally safe, green, commercial products using lean manufacturing

techniques. Areas of research include thermal control, energy conversion, power electronics, biomass conversion, chemical

technology and materials science.
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By David DeCamp
david.decamp@crowley.com
Crowley Maritime Corp.

JACKSONVILLE — Crowley Maritime Corp. recently

announced that Ray Fitzgerald, who began his career

with Crowley and most recently served as president and

chief operating officer of Wallenius Wilhelmsen Solu-

tions, and chairman of American Roll–on Roll–off Carrier

(ARC), has rejoined the company as chief operating

officer.

He reports to Tom Crowley, company chairman and

CEO. Fitzgerald is based at the company’s headquarters.

Fitzgerald will lead the team of Crowley’s four senior

vice presidents and general managers: Rocky Smith,

Crowley Fuels; Rob Grune, Crowley Shipping; Steve

Collar, Crowley Logistics; and Shiju Zacharia, Crowley

Solutions.

Bill Pennella, executive vice president and vice

chairman, will continue to report to Crowley. Senior vice

presidents Dan Warner, treasurer; Michael Roberts,

government relations; John Calvin, controller; Parker

Harrison, general counsel; Carl Fox, corporate services;

Ira Douglas, vice president, labor relations; and Arthur

LaMoureaux, vice president, internal audit, ethics and

compliance, will continue to report to Pennella.

“I am extremely pleased to add Ray to our team to

help me with our growth and development of talent,” said

Crowley. “Ray brings CEO–level experience from a

family–owned company that has experienced a similar

business transformation, and he is a strong believer in

our culture and values.”

While the corporate reporting structure is changing

within the company, responsibilities are not.

“I am not going anywhere or changing my role,” said

Crowley. “Rather I am looking to augment my leadership

with additional insights, experiences and outside

perspectives. I’m going to remain highly engaged while

growing the company.”

Fitzgerald joined Crowley in 1987 and spent 13 years

with the company — many of them in a vice–presidential

commercial role within the liner services group. He then

joined the Wallenius Wilhelmsen organization and over

the past 20 years served in a variety of senior leadership

roles, including CEO, president and chief operating

officer, and executive vice president for various Wallenius

brands, including Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics, ARC

Shipping, American Shipping & Logistics Group, and

Wallenius Wilhelmsen Solutions.

In addition, he has served as chairman of the ARC

Group (American Roll–on Roll–off Carrier LLC), a U.S.–

based Wallenius Wilhelmsen company, since 2015.

Fitzgerald was recognized by United Seamen’s Service

in 2018 with the prestigious Admiral of the Ocean Sea

award. He graduated from Saint Francis University with

a bachelor’s degree in economics and business manage-

ment and has completed continuing executive education

courses at the University of Chicago and The Tuck School

of Business at Dartmouth.

l About Crowley

Jacksonville–based Crowley Holdings Inc., a holding

company of the 128–year–old Crowley Maritime Corp., is

a privately held family and employee–owned company

that provides marine solutions, energy and logistics

services in domestic and international markets.

Ray Fitzgerald rejoins Jacksonville–based Crowley as chief operating officer; has wide industry experience
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UF/IFAS Extension veteran: Farmers give to
food banks in time of coronavirus pandemic

By Brad Buck
bradbuck@ufl.edu
IFAS Communications
University of Florida

With the COVID–19 shutdowns

increasing people’s need for food, some

consumers rely on nonprofits for a bite to

eat. To help, farmers in Florida and

elsewhere are donating excess produce to

food banks, said a UF/IFAS expert.

In fact, some food banks are helping

farmers by offsetting some of their costs,

thus incentivizing growers to harvest food

they can’t sell, said Gene McAvoy, a UF/

IFAS Extension agent emeritus.

“There is no shortage of food, but the

majority of vegetables grown in Florida

are targeted at the food service industry —

hotels, restaurants, schools, cruise ships,

etc.,” said McAvoy, who’s constantly in

touch with vegetable farmers from I–4

south — through the heartland of Florida’s

agriculture.

Food service represents 60 percent to

80 percent of normal demand for Florida–

grown vegetables.

“When this source of customers dried

up, growers were faced with a huge

oversupply for the remaining retail

demand,” said McAvoy. “With no market,

it makes little business sense to harvest

because that adds expenses like picking,

packing and storing, on top of what

farmers have already invested in the crop.”

“Growers feel bad when the crops they

have worked so hard to grow go to waste,

and they’re interested in helping feed

hungry Americans,” McAvoy said. “But

they also need help to be able to do so.”

McAvoy, UF/IFAS Extension agent

emeritus for Hendry County and a

regional vegetable Extension specialist for

Southwest Florida, said he has received

multiple calls and emails from farmers

wishing to donate and food banks and

facilities, who are looking for food.

He gives several examples of farms

that are giving to food banks. Here are

four:

l Over the past few weeks, Wish Farms

in Hillsborough County has donated

220,000 pounds of fresh strawberries —

equivalent to 241 pallets/nine semi–trailer

loads — to Feeding Tampa Bay and the

United Food Bank in Plant City.

l Nearly two weeks ago, growers in

Immokalee donated more than 3 million

pounds of vegetables to the Harry Chapin

Food Bank of Southwest Florida, “over-

whelming their ability to store, transport

and distribute the produce. They had to

call a halt,” said McAvoy.

l Farm Share, a food–distribution

nonprofit, works with more than 2,000

food pantries, churches, schools and other

nonprofits throughout Florida. The agency

is running at maximum capacity, despite

having 25 refrigerated trucks, six ware-

houses between 10,000 and 35,000 square

feet and nearly 50 drop sites from

Jacksonville to Florida City.

l U.S. Sugar provided more than

120,000 servings of fresh, locally grown

green beans to South Florida churches,

healthcare providers and food banks.

“Farmers work hard to grow this food,

putting in a lot of time, money and sweat

equity, and nothing breaks their hearts

more than to see their efforts go to waste,”

McAvoy said. “Unfortunately, it costs

money to pick, pack and transport produce

for which there is currently no market.

People can help in the recovery effort by

donating to food banks so that they can

finance efforts to recover this food before is

spoils.”

PSC reminding Brevard residents to ‘Call 811 Before You Dig!’
TALLAHASSEE — Spring is the per-

fect time for yardwork, which often means

digging holes to plant new trees and

shrubs. With COVID–19 keeping many

residents at home, outdoor DIY projects

may rise to the top of your to–do list.

As you dig into the list, the Florida

Public Service Commission encourages

you to “Call 811 Before you Dig!” April is

National Safe Digging Month, a reminder

to practice responsible, safe digging.

“The weather is perfect right now, and

many of us are checking off our spring

project list during the extra time at home,”

said PSC Chairman Gary Clark.

“Adhering to safety measures is a top

priority during this public health

pandemic, and working outside offers

social distancing and exercise. Just

remember to be smart and safe: call 811

before all digging projects to protect

yourself and others from unintentionally

hitting a utility line.”

Hitting an underground utility line

while digging can cause serious injuries,

disrupt service to entire neighborhoods,

and potentially result in fines and repair

costs. According to the Common Ground

Alliance, every nine minutes an under-

ground utility line is damaged because of

someone digging without first calling 811.

An 811 call, the federally designated

call–before–you–dig number, notifies

affected utilities to dispatch crews to mark

the approximate location of underground

utility lines to help prevent damages.

For more information on 811, visit

www.call811.com, or access the PSC’s

Consumer Tip, 8–1–1 Know What’s Below.

April’s Call Before You Dig Campaign is

supported by the U.S. Department of

Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous

Materials Administration. For additional

information, visit www.floridapsc.com.
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Volk Law Offices, P.A.
Continued from page 19

quarantine or isolation order or the employee’s personal

exposure to the coronavirus, the employee is required to

provide the name of the government entity that issued the

quarantine or isolation order and the name of the health–

care provider who advised the employee to self–quaran-

tine because of concerns related to the coronavirus.

To take leave to care for a minor child, the employee is

required to provide the name of the child being cared for;

the name of the school, place of care, or child–care

provider that has closed or become unavailable; and the

employee must make a representation that no other

suitable person will be caring for the child during the

period for which the employee is taking protected leave.

The employer may also request an employee provide

additional material as needed for the employer to support

a request for tax credits pursuant to the FFCRA. The

employer is not required to provide leave if the materials

sufficient to support the applicable tax credit have not

been provided. An employer should consult with their tax

professional for guidance on documentation required to

support the tax credits.

BBN: What are some of the potential risks and issues

facing an employer under the Fair Labor Standards Act

during the coronavirus pandemic?

BAKER: First and foremost, an employer’s obligations

to pay at least minimum wage as well as overtime under

the FLSA have not changed. Employers generally must

pay employees their same hourly rate or salary if they

work at home and are required to pay employees only for

the hours they actually work, whether at home or at the

employer’s office.  An employer should also keep in mind

that while the FLSA requires an employer to pay for

hours worked by a non–exempt employee, it does not

require that an employer provide a minimum number of

hours during these times of economic downturn. An

employer should bear in mind that with regard to exempt

salaried employees, the FLSA requires that they receive

their full salary in any week in which they perform any

work (with very limited exceptions). However, exempt

salaried employees are not required to be paid their salary

in weeks in which they perform no work.

BBN: What if an employee refuses to come to work as

a result of coronavirus concerns?

BAKER: An employer should be extremely careful

when faced with an employee who refuses to come to work

as a result of concerns over exposure to the coronavirus,

not only out of concern for themselves, but also out of

concern for vulnerable family members they may be in

close contact with. The employer should first ensure that

it is complying with the standard–of–care guidelines

issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

and state and local authorities. The employer should also

be cautious of discharging an employee as a result of their

concerns over a dangerous workplace.

This can create potential liability under the Occupa-

tional Safety and Health Administration anti–retaliation

provisions which prohibit employers from retaliating

against workers for raising concerns about safety and

health conditions.

From a practical standpoint, an employer should be

sensitive to the employee’s concerns and inform them that

all reasonable precautions have been taken and that the

employee will immediately be informed if circumstances

indicate a heightened risk. If telework is a reasonable

possibility for the concerned employee, that option should

also be fully explored and if the employer is willing to

allow the employee to work remotely.

For more information on any of the business–support

programs discussed in this article or for more in–depth

details, call Volk Law Offices at (321) 726–8338.
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throughout Europe. And Baker is a former U.S. Marine

Corps pilot and graduate of Florida State University

College of Law. He was born and raised in Brevard.

BBN: What government loan programs are available

to the business community?

YARNELL: There are three coronavirus–related

programs that are administered by the U.S. Small

Business Administration:

l The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) is a loan

designed to provide a direct incentive for small businesses

to keep their workers on the payroll. The SBA will forgive

the loans if all employees are kept on the payroll for eight

weeks and the money is used for payroll, rent, mortgage

interest, or utilities.

l The Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL) provides

vital economic support to small businesses to help

overcome the temporary loss of revenue they are experi-

encing as a result of the coronavirus. There is also a

$10,000 emergency advance that is applied for simulta-

neously with the EIDL application, and it is forgiven.

l The Express Bridge Loan (EBL) allows small

businesses that currently have a business relationship

with an SBA Express Lender to access up to $25,000

quickly. These loans can provide vital economic support to

small businesses to help overcome the temporary loss of

revenue they are experiencing and can be term loans or

used to bridge the gap while applying for an EIDL.

All of these programs are subject to funding availabil-

ity. Congress is considering additional funding for these

programs. However, these programs are on a first–come,

first–served basis. So, it’s important to apply as soon as

possible to get into the system. There are a multitude of

documents that need to be gathered for applying for these

loans.

BBN: What businesses are eligible for these programs?

YARNELL: Generally, a business must have fewer

than 500 employees to be eligible for an SBA loan.

However, businesses in certain industries may have more

than 500 employees if they meet the SBA’s size standards

for those industries. To meet the size standards, an

applicant will need to know their North American

Industry Classification System code which is located in

the Code of Federal Regulations at 13 CFR 121.201. The

SBA has a tool size (https://www.sba.gov/size–standards/)

that will assist determining the size limitation for a

business with 500 or more employees.

BBN: Does a business have to repay any of these loans

should it be approved for one?

YARNELL: The PPP has a loan forgiveness for funds

used to pay qualified payroll and other qualified expenses

during the eight–week covered period beginning on the

date of the loan origination. However, this must be

applied for, and how much forgiveness is given will

depend on how the money is used.

The EIDL loan must be repaid. The EIDL emergency

advance will be forgiven. And the EBL must be repaid

(usually repaid with EIDL loan funds).

BBN: How much can a business borrow with each of

these programs?

YARNELL: For the PPP loan, businesses can borrow

2.5 times their average monthly payroll expenses up to

$10 million (which can be forgiven).

For the EIDL, businesses can borrow up to $2 million

along with the EIDL emergency loan advance of $10,000

(only the $10,000 loan advance can be forgiven).

For the EBL, borrowers can borrow up to $25,000 if

they’ve applied for the EIDL. It is a gap–filling loan until

the EIDL is approved.

BBN: What are the repayment terms?

YARNELL: For the PPP, if not forgiven, it has to be

repaid over a period of two years at an interest of 1 per-

cent. The first six months of payments are deferred.

For the EIDL, it has to be repaid over 30 years at an

interest rate of 3.75 percent. The first four months of

payments are deferred.

And for the EBL, it has to be repaid over seven years at

an interest rate of prime plus 6.5 percent. The EBL will

usually be required to be repaid with loan proceeds from

the EIDL.

BBN: Do tenants have to pay their rent during the

coronavirus emergency?

DUJOVNE: Yes. Your lease and the Florida Landlord

Tenant Act still control your landlord relationship, and

neither is likely to suspend rent payments during a

pandemic.

BBN: Are evictions allowed during the coronavirus

emergency?

DUJOVNE: Evictions are temporarily on hold in

Brevard County. Existing eviction cases cannot continue

and new ones cannot be filed until the moratorium is

lifted.

BBN: Do homeowners have to pay their mortgages

during the coronavirus emergency?

DUJOVNE: Yes. Your promissory note and mortgage

will control your lender–borrower relationship, and

neither is likely to suspend mortgage payments during a

pandemic.

BBN: Are foreclosures allowed during the coronavirus

emergency?

DUJOVNE: Foreclosures are temporarily on hold in

Brevard County. Existing foreclosure cases cannot

continue and new ones cannot be filed until the morato-

rium is lifted.

BBN: Can deadlines in standard Florida residential

real estate purchase and sale contracts be automatically

extended for specific events and circumstances beyond a

party’s control?

DUJOVNE: Yes. The standard Florida Residential

Contract for Sale and Purchase used by real estate agents

contains a “Force Majeure” clause. Force Majeure, French

for “superior force,” is defined in this contract as “hurri-

canes, floods, extreme weather, earthquakes, fire, or other

acts of God, unusual transportation delays, or wars,

insurrections, or acts of terrorism, which, by exercise of

reasonable diligent effort, the non–performing party is

unable in whole or in part to prevent or overcome.”

All time periods, including the closing date, are

extended for a reasonable time up to seven days after the

Force Majeure no longer prevents performance. If

circumstances continue to prevent performance more than

30 days beyond the closing date, then either party may

terminate the contract by taking certain steps.

BBN: Do deadlines in standard Florida real estate

purchase and sale contracts automatically get extended

because of the coronavirus?

DUJOVNE: No. The key word here is “automatically.”

Although the Standard Florida Contract contains a Force

Majeure or “Acts of God” clause, its definition does not

include a pandemic or health issue as an event that would

automatically extend deadlines. The parties can always

agree to extend deadlines, but the parties cannot be forced

to extend deadlines. However, a pandemic or health issue

may fall under the term “other acts of God” that is in the

definition, so the argument can be made that the

coronavirus is a covered event.

The Florida Association of Realtors has drafted a new

contract addendum that allows the parties to designate by

agreement certain deadline extensions as a result of the

coronavirus. The addendum is not mandatory.

BBN: Can the buyer get out of a standard Florida

residential real estate purchase and sale contract because

of the economic downturn caused by the coronavirus

emergency?

DUJOVNE: No. Economic downturns are not covered

by the Force Majeure clause. However, if the economic

downturn causes a buyer to no longer qualify for a

mortgage loan and the lender documents this, then the

buyer may be able to terminate the contract under the

contract’s financing contingency.

BBN: What should a small employer know about the

new law requiring paid sick leave and family medical

leave because of the coronavirus?

BAKER: The Families First Coronavirus Response

Act (FFCRA) was signed into law on March 18, 2020,

became effective on April 1, 2020, and will expire Dec. 31,

2020. This new law applies to all employers with fewer

than 500 employees with limited exceptions applicable to

health–care workers and emergency responders. The

FFCRA generally requires the following:

l All employees are entitled to up to 80 hours of paid

sick leave at the employee’s regular rate of pay where the

employee is unable to work because he or she is quaran-

tined (pursuant to federal, state, or local government

order or advice of a health–care provider), or is experienc-

ing coronavirus symptoms and seeking a medical

diagnosis; or

l up to 80 hours of paid sick leave at two–thirds the

employee’s regular rate of pay because the employee is

unable to work because of a need to care for an individual

subject to quarantine (pursuant to federal, state, or local

government order or advice of a health–care provider), or

to care for a child (under 18 years of age) whose school or

child–care provider is closed or unavailable for reasons

related to the coronavirus; and

l for employees employed for at least 30 days, up to an

additional 10 weeks of paid expanded family and medical

leave at two–thirds the employee’s regular rate of pay

where an employee is unable to work due to a need for

leave to care for a child whose school or child–care

provider is closed or unavailable for reasons related to the

coronavirus.

BBN: Is an employer that has ceased all business

operations still required to pay for leave under the

FFCRA?

BAKER: No. If an employee closes after the FFCRA’s

effective date of April 2, 2020, (and even if the employee

requested leave prior to the closure), the employee is not

entitled to paid sick leave or expanded family and medical

leave, but may be eligible for re–employment assistance

benefits. This is true whether the employer closes the

employee’s worksite for lack of business or because it was

required to close pursuant to a federal, state, or local

directive, including Gov. DeSantis’ “safer–at–home”

executive order. This same rule applies for employees that

are already on paid leave; the employer’s payment

obligation only runs up to the date the business closes.

BBN: Is an employee required to provide documenta-

tion to prove their entitlement to paid leave, and is an

employer required to keep documentation regarding

FFCRA leave?

BAKER: Yes — with regard to the employee — the

law requires them to provide the employer documentation

prior to taking paid leave under FFCRA. For all reasons,

they are required to provide the employee’s name, the

dates for which leave is requested, the qualifying reason

for the leave, and an oral or written statement that the

employee is unable to work because of the qualified

reason for leave. For example, for sick leave due to a

Please see Volk Law Offices, P.A., page 18
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Club protects seniors and jobs; the patriotic Viera
community retools restaurant for delivery, takeout

By Joyce Wilden
joyce@buzzbizpr.com
BUZZ Biz Public Relations

VIERA — Nobody does logistics better

than the military. So, it shouldn’t be

entirely surprising that the Viera 55–plus

neighborhood of predominantly retired

military personnel turned on a dime after

Gov. Ron Desantis issued a stay–at–home

order that also shuttered restaurants

across the Sunshine State.

The community of nearly 800 homes

created and then supported two programs

that both benefitted the senior residents,

and protected staff jobs.

The busy At Ease Club restaurant

quickly retooled its processes for takeout

only. Using the lunch menu as a founda-

tion and adding an entree “special,” the

club now prepares and boxes between

170 and 200 takeout meals daily. That

number swelled on Easter, when 385

special holiday meals were prepared to

order, boxed and bagged and staged for car

and golf cart pickup.

A second and particularly innovative

program for the golf course community was

devised by Club Manager Thomas

Shonkwiler, whose new At Ease Post

Exchange grocery menu allows residents to

avoid grocery–store shopping and stay

sheltered at home. Neighborhood members

simply place their orders for more than 30

popular grocery items that include chicken

breasts, steak, luncheon meats, cheese,

eggs, soft drinks, snacks and even beer and

wine.

Also available is the coveted paper

product that has proven scarce during the

pandemic, toilet tissue. The orders are

filled and bagged by restaurant employees

and organized for next day pickup in a car

and golf cart line.

Together, the lunch and dinner takeout

program and the Post Exchange grocery

program have helped minimize exposure to

the COVID–19 virus for residents, while

safeguarding the jobs of the club staff.

Indian River Colony Club has 94 total

employees, including 21 kitchen, wait and

bar staff. A disproportionate number of

restaurant and hospitality staff workers

are among the hundreds of thousands of

unemployment claims filed in Florida since

the onset of the coronavirus outbreak. But

none from Indian River Colony Club.

Indian River Colony Club resident Sally

Grissom said she is grateful for the ways in

which the community food service workers

are keeping the neighborhood safe.

“The club is offering a pretty extensive

list of groceries for residents to purchase so

that we can avoid the grocery stores,” said

Grissom. “They had over 100 grocery

orders in the first two days! Between the At

Ease Club Post Exchange grocery orders

and all of the daily lunch and dinner

takeout meals, we have kept all of our staff

on the payroll. They are doing so much to

help us and the residents here couldn’t be

happier.”

Viera’s very first neighborhood, Indian

River Colony Club was originally conceived

as a retirement destination for military

retirees. IRCC began to take shape in 1986,

its vision to create a private country club–

like environment for members. Member-

ship has now expanded to include non–

military personnel who want the energetic,

patriotic lifestyle cultivated by three

decades of members. Still predominantly a

haven for military veterans, IRCC main-

tains a culture centered on service to

others.

Brevard Achievement Center CEO Patel named
to national council as its regional representative

ROCKLEDGE — The National Council

of SourceAmerica Employers (NCSE)

recently announced that Brevard Achieve-

ment Center (BAC) President and CEO

Amar Patel has been elected to the NCSE

Executive Committee as South Regional

representative.

Patel has served BAC as president and

CEO since 2012. Under his leadership,

BAC serves more than 3,200 individuals

with disabilities each year through

innovative services across its various

programs.

Since 2012, the agency budget has

grown by more than 50 percent, with

annual revenues in excess of $32 million.

BAC is the 27th largest employer in

Brevard County. It employs more than 650

people with significant disabilities. More

than 500 of these professionals with

disabilities support federal customers on 15

AbilityOne contracts across Florida, North

Carolina, Virginia and Puerto Rico.

SourceAmerica, established in 1974 to

facilitate the federal AbilityOne Program,

provides employment opportunities for

individuals with disabilities through its

member network of more than 400

nonprofit agencies.

The NCSE is an independent network

of the executives who lead these

SourceAmerica member organizations,

each with an AbilityOne contract, from

across the United States.

The Executive Committee is the elected

leadership of the organization and acts as a

liaison between the nonprofit agency

community, SourceAmerica, and the

federal AbilityOne program, providing

direct input into the deliberations and

policy–making decisions of SourceAmerica

and the AbilityOne program.
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Marine Bank & Trust
Continued from page 13

viability of millions of small businesses struggling to meet

payroll and day–to–day operating expenses.

Community banks are at the center of this activity,

working with their small–business customers.

The loans, which are 100 percent backed by the SBA,

are being provided to small businesses without collateral

requirements, personal guarantees, or SBA fees.

Those eligible for the program include small businesses,

certain nonprofits, veterans’ organizations, self–employed

individuals, independent contractors, and other businesses

meeting SBA size standards based on their North Ameri-

can Industry Classification System code.

The Paycheck Protection Program’s maximum loan

amount is $10 million with a fixed 1 percent interest rate

and maturity of two years. The loans are available to cover

up to eight weeks of average monthly payroll (based on

2019 figures).

The SBA will forgive the portion of loan proceeds used

for payroll costs and other designated operating expenses

for up to eight weeks, provided at least 75 percent of loan

proceeds are used for payroll costs.

Also, the Florida Small Business Emergency Bridge

Loan is available to small–business owners statewide that

experienced “economic damage” as a result of the

coronavirus. These short–term, interest–free working

capital loans are intended to “bridge the gap” between the

time a major catastrophe hits and when a business has

secured longer term recovery resources, such as sufficient

profits from a revived business.

Milton said Marine Bank & Trust is active in SBA

lending programs such as 7(a) and 504, which are tailored

to small businesses.

The 7(a) loan program is the SBA’s flagship program for

providing financial assistance to small firms and offers

guarantees on loans of up to $5 million, with reasonable

terms and conditions. These types of loans are commonly

used for acquiring land, purchasing equipment, or working

capital, she said.

The 504–loan program provides capital to small

businesses for the acquisition of fixed assets to promote

economic development in the form of long–term fixed–rate

financing on attractive terms.

“Under this program, the SBA authorizes certified

development companies to provide financing to small

businesses with the help of third–party lenders, such as

Marine Bank & Trust,” said Milton.

The maximum amount is generally $5 million; how-

ever, certain eligible energy–efficient or manufacturing

projects qualify for up to $5.5 million.

Typically, small business borrowers make a 10 percent

down payment, a bank or credit union finances 50 percent

of the project costs in the first lien position, and a certified

development company (certified by the SBA) finances

40 percent of the project cost in the second lien position

that is guaranteed by the federal government.

This loan program, with 10–, 20–, and 25–year fixed–

rate options, is used for commercial fixed assets such as

land, property, construction, or equipment, with total

project costs from roughly $100,000 to $15 million.

“The 504 loan program is especially attractive to small

businesses because the rate is fixed for a long term and it

allows for a low down payment,” said Milton.

The core mission of the 504 loan program is to provide

long–term financing to small businesses to spark the

creation or retention of jobs and to support local economic

development, said Milton.

In 2018, the SBA for the first time made 504 loans

available with a 25–year maturity, expanding the program

to help small businesses.

The option for extending the payment cycle by an

additional 60 months gives small–business borrowers the

“opportunity for lower monthly payments, which can

significantly help their cash flow,” said Milton.

This increased flexibility in their loan terms will put

them in a better position to manage their capital and face

challenges like rising operating expenses.

The SBA recently announced its fiscal year 2019

lending numbers. The organization’s numbers show that it

guaranteed more than $28 billion to entrepreneurs that

otherwise would not have had access to capital to start,

grow, or expand their small business.

In fiscal year 2019, the SBA’s 7(a) program made

52,000 loans totaling $23.1 billion.

The 504 programs had another year of increased

performance, with more than 6,000 loans made for a total

of more than $4.9 billion.

“Our partnership with the SBA is outstanding and a lot

of small businesses in the region are benefiting from their

loan products and working with Marine Bank,” said

Milton.

She added, “I think people are going to be excited to get

back — sometime soon, I hope — to their daily routine.

When that happens, it’s going to be almost like a windfall.

That’s how I see it. People will again be visiting restau-

rants and bars and actually sitting down and eating with

friends. So when that gate opens, I believe we are going to

see a sharp rebound in economic activity in Brevard.

Getting back to normal is going to be great. Meanwhile,

our county has been strong.”

Catholics
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strong surge in construction spending once the coronavirus

outbreak is contained.

President Donald Trump’s decision to extend the

nation’s social–distancing guidelines until April 30 was

based partly on data from the statistical models that

predict the peaks and plateaus of the coronavirus in

America.

“Models like these are also useful in forecasting when

the economy will get back on track, according to a presen-

tation at a Design–Build Institute of America webinar.

Keith Prather, market intelligence expert for Olathe,

Kansas–based business management consulting firm

Pioneer IQ, developed the ‘Fear and Recovery Curve’ model

to help indicate when the crisis will top out and when it

will begin to recede,” the article says.

Prather told attendees that the U.S. economy will be

“back to normal sooner rather than later.”

The article says, “Based on one of the models that

President Trump’s public health experts use — the

University of Washington’s Institute for Health Metrics

and Evaluation — Prather’s analysis looks at the sus-

pected rate of fear among all parts of American society,

from hourly workers and corporate executives to govern-

ment officials and economic experts in order to get a

reading on when things will rebound.”

The bottom line: Prather sees a surge of new manufac-

turing–related and supply–chain–related construction

projects such as factories and warehouses.

In addition, pent–up demand from the current construc-

tion shutdowns will lead to “a construction tsunami,” the

article says, beginning in the third quarter, “driven by

historically low interest rates and a “tremendous amount

of liquidity being pumped back into the market.”

“With this grant to expand programs to provide training

in the construction trades, CareerSource Brevard is

preparing for the future. And we believe the construction

industry has a bright future, as our county continues to

grow,” said Svitak.

CareerSource Brevard
Continued from page 23

Brian Greene joins Carpenter/Kessel Team;
served on multiple medical missions to Haiti

The Carpenter/Kessel Homeselling Team is the Space

Coast’s top producing real estate team for a reason. Their

approach is unique, consistently putting Carpenter/Kessel

at the top of many buyers’ and sellers’ lists.

“A team will always outperform an individual,” said

Carpenter/Kessel’s Managing Partner DeWayne Carpen-

ter, whose business operates under Dale Sorensen Real

Estate Inc. “Each of our first–class team members plays a

unique role in how we service our clients, and we are

excited to welcome Brian Greene to the team.”

Over the last two decades, Greene has served on

multiple medical missionary teams to Haiti, was a peoples’

delegate in Washington D.C., and was selected for the

Chief’s Award of Excellence for his work as a Volunteer

Melbourne Beach Firefighter.

Greene believes in putting others before himself, and he

carries that same attitude forward when working with his

clients. As a Realtor, Greene said he provides the highest

quality of service while also making the home buying and

selling process something that’s enjoyable. With a love for

helping first–time home buyers, first responders, and those

who have had difficult past experiences buying a home,

Greene sees himself as a problem–solver with a knack for

always finding a way to get things done.

Greene works with buyers and sellers and is looking

forward to putting his “other’s–before–himself” philosophy

to work for you.

Contact Brian Greene at brian@carpenterkessel.com.
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CareerSource Brevard
Continued from page 1

career and business services virtually. Visit

CareerSourceBrevard.com for coronavirus updates and

resources available to help the unemployed. On that site,

there is a “re–employment assistance response” page.

Previously, Svitak was the main academic advisor at

Eastern Florida State College for its many career and

technical education programs. They range from heating,

ventilation, and air conditioning to welding and robotics

and the newly introduced mechatronics program. The

latter marries mechanical, electrical, and computing

systems to support advanced manufacturing.

“There are many open positions in the construction

trades. I’m hoping to close the gap as much as possible in

the local market working with employers to build the

pipeline of talent and attract new people to the industry.

I’m super–excited to be part of the CareerSource Brevard

business liaison team,” said Svitak, who earned her

bachelor’s degree from UCF and has a master’s degree in

education in instructional technology from Florida Atlantic

University.

The hiring of Svitak coincides with CareerSource

Brevard being awarded a $2 million Florida Department of

Economic Opportunity Rebuild Florida Workforce Recov-

ery Training grant, one of a number awarded.

The grants, which totaled more than $14 million, were

given in February to seven organizations, including

workforce development boards, colleges and universities,

and technical centers in communities impacted by

Hurricane Irma.

Administered by the Florida Department of Economic

Development, the program is designed to train Floridians

in the construction trades necessary to support disaster–

recovery efforts.

The grant funding is being used to launch or expand

training programs, including roofing, masonry, carpentry,

concrete finishing, plumbing, HVAC, electrical, heavy

equipment operations, carpet laying, glass/window

installation, plastering, and welding.

“This new grant gives us the opportunity to build

programs around roofing and masonry and carpeting and

plumbing, as well as many other in–demand trades in the

local construction industry,” said Blanchard.

“It’s a great crosswalk into what Grace has already

been doing through sector–type activity. This initiative is

about our industry partners and working to bring their

businesses to the table and being responsive to their

workforce needs,” she added.

Blanchard said CareerSource Brevard is looking to kick

off its construction industry agenda in July. “We will start

having roundtables and start putting plans in place to

support employer needs in the construction industry. Then

we will recruit the job–seekers and put them through the

training.”

CareerSource Brevard has honed sector strategies for

key industries such as manufacturing, health care,

aviation and aerospace, and information technology.

“The sector–strategy approach is a delivery model that

has proven to be successful,” said Blanchard, adding, “If

you don’t have relationships and conversations with your

industry partners about what their needs are in the

workforce, you cannot design and deliver effective training

programs, and job–seekers with the right skill sets.”

With an expected deficit of 1 million craft professionals

by 2023, the construction industry needs to attract and

train the next generation of workers.

“CareerSource Brevard’s new training grant provides

the opportunities area companies not only need for their

existing employees, but also need to bring new employees

into the industry,” said Svitak.

“There is a huge need across all levels of the construc-

tion industry, from heavy–equipment operators to project

managers and plumbers and general laborers. The

industry needs individuals who have a work ethic and

have a passion for this type of career, and that certainly

includes women. We need more women to enter the

construction industry.”

Research has shown that such diversity and gender

equality can positively affect a company’s productivity and

innovation. A study from Intel and Dalberg Global

Development Advisors, for example, found a link between

diversity and higher revenues, profits, and market value.

Construction has a perception of being a male–

dominated field. And historically, that’s largely the reality.

But today the industry is reaching out to women to

consider construction careers as one way to build the

pipeline of talent that will be needed years into the future.

“When I attend meetings of the Space Coast Chapter of

the National Association of Women in Construction, which

is a great networking organization, I see firsthand the

enthusiasm the members have for the construction

business, and they hold a wide range of positions within

their industry,” said Svitak.

“One member of that organization is a heavy–equip-

ment operator. That’s great. Fantastic. At these meetings,

members from various companies within the construction

industry gather to address issues facing their businesses

and the industry in general,” she added.

Without heavy–equipment operators, most roads,

bridges, buildings, airports, pipelines, and power plants

would not exist.

Build Your Future, an organization established by the

National Center for Construction Education and Research,

lists heavy–equipment operator as one of the “five crafts in

highest demand,” with a need for more than 600,000 such

operators across the United States through December

2022.

The Build Your Future website shows the demand for

these workers by state, with Texas, Florida, and California

topping the list.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the job

outlook for equipment operators is good, with employment

projected to grow 10 percent over the next eight years,

faster than the average for all occupations.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics says “spending on

infrastructure is expected to increase, resulting in new

positions through 2028.”

The 2017 “Infrastructure Report Card” published by the

American Society of Civil Engineers, the latest compiling

by that organization, found the national grade for infra-

structure remains at a “D+,” defined as “poor and at risk

for failure.”

That’s the same grade the United States received in

2013 by ASCE — suggesting only incremental progress

was made over those four years toward restoring America’s

infrastructure.

The ASCE evaluated 16 categories of infrastructure in

the 2017 Report Card, with grades ranging from a “B” for

Rail to a “D–” for Transit.

While the overall grade did not improve, seven infra-

structure categories did see improvement.

The ASCE estimates that raising the grade to a B,

which is defined as “good, adequate for now,” will require

an investment of more than $2 trillion before 2025.

This investment will greatly ramp up demand for

heavy–equipment operators and other construction trades.

New heavy–equipment technology, including auto-

mated control and guidance systems, as well as joystick

controls and comfortable, air–conditioned cabs, may help

spur more people to consider heavy–equipment operator as

a career, be it men or women.

Currently, women make up 9.9 percent of the U.S.

construction workforce. Women in the U.S. earn on

average 81.1 percent of what men make.

But the gender pay gap is significantly smaller in

construction occupations, with women earning 99.1 per-

cent of what men make, according to the National Associa-

tion of Women in Construction.

“When you think of construction, you typically think of

work in the field,” said Svitak. “But the construction

industry is much more than that one aspect. The industry

has many facets, and there are shortages in just about

every segment. For example, there is a big need for

electricians.”

America will face a shortage of electricians in the near

future, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the

National Electrical Contractors Association.

The trade group says that 7,000 electricians join the

field each year, but 10,000 retire. Electricians running

their own businesses have the potential to make $150,000

to $200,000 a year. Electrical construction is a $171 billion

industry.

The path to becoming an electrician can be much more

affordable than four–year colleges and other post–

secondary education programs.

Most electricians learn through four– and five–year

apprenticeship programs, but some start by attending

technical schools. Apprentices still have some classroom

instruction, but typically receive 2,000 hours of paid on–

the–job training.

Most states require electricians to pass a test and be

licensed, and some may require electricians to take

continuing education courses to maintain their licenses.

“I believe there has been a paradigm shift and employ-

ers now recognize that competency–based programs are

just as valuable in their workforce as time–based pro-

grams,” said Blanchard.

“All industries are going to require talent that has two–

year, four–year and six–year degrees, and maybe even

eight–year degrees, and the associated skill sets. But

sometimes they need the talent quicker than time–based

programs permit.”

She said the construction industry has been building its

talent pipeline based on competencies.

“Preapprenticeship and apprenticeship programs are

competency–based — technical training and on–the–job

training that complement each other and either run

concurrent, or one before or after the other. Grace comes to

her new position having exposure to technical programs in

construction and the skilled trades, and also comes with

business acumen. She has the ability to build business

relationships with companies, internally and externally.”

Concrete workers, pipelayers, carpenters, masons, and

crane operators and heavy–equipment operators are the

five toughest craft positions to fill, according to a survey by

the Associated General Contractors of America.

Most contractors expect labor conditions will remain

tight or get worse as they worry about the pipeline for

preparing new workers.

Nearly three–quarters (73 percent) of firms report that

it will “continue to be hard,” or “get even harder,” to find

hourly craft personnel over the coming 12 months.

Meanwhile, 55 percent of the firms report that it will

continue to be hard, or get even harder to find salaried

field and office personnel during the coming year, accord-

ing to Associated General Contractors of America.

On April 2, “Construction Dive,” which provides news

and analysis for construction industry executives, pub-

lished an interesting article where a consultant predicts a

Please see CareerSource Brevard, page 22
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